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Russia Dream Island
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For Russians, the dream for many years has been to have their own "Disneyland"
on their own land. In February 2020, this dream came true in Moscow!
When the snowflakes slowly fell from the sky, Joyous singing came from a
distance, colorful lights decorated carriages and castles in the amusement park,
and the winter fairy tale had begun….. The prince, transformed from a
nutcracker, led the heroine Clara into a dreamland, enjoying a feast full of
dances, toys and candies with the prince.
This happy and beautiful memory exists in the heart of every Russian; and
nowadays fairy tales will no longer only exist in the chapters of the story. From
now on, every Russian can travel with the prince and Clara in this fantasy
country!

Covering an area of about 100 hectares and an area of about 140 football fields, "The Dream
Island" is the first in Russia and also the biggest indoor amusement park in Europe. It
contains 9 theme parks, and has more than 20 entertainment attractions. The Dream Island,
which opened in February 2020, is not only a land of joy for the Russians, but also the
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amusement park itself has cultural and historical significance.
For more comprehensive content, please refer to the Powered by MEAN WELL official
website, and subscribe to our PBM YouTube channel!
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